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10 Years of Natural Data Storage
Dixita Limbachiya, Manish K. Gupta, Senior Member, IEEE and Vaneet Aggarwal, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Digital data explosion has been driving a demand
for robust and reliable data storage medium. The present day
digital storage devices presents a big challenge for data scientists
to provide reliable, affordable and dense storage medium. In
the last decade, natural storage medium such as DNA, bacteria,
and protein has been shown as a promising approach for next
generation information storage systems. This article is a review
that discusses advancements in the natural data storage, which
has potential to replace the current physical storage for archival
systems and have high storage per unit weight of medium, and
is affordable and reliable. Further, the challenges for natural
data storage will also be presented. With the international DNA
data storage alliance of more than 30 companies and academic
alliance in 2020, one would hope that DNA data storage will
soon be available commercially in next 5-10 years. The success
of the alliance will also motivate researchers to explore the other
natural storage medium such as bacteria and protein which are
currently in the lab.

Keywords—DNA data storage, Natural data storage, Biological
communication, Natural hard drive

I. INTRODUCTION

Data storage is an ancient practice performed by humans to
pass the information from one generation to another. Stem-
ming from the early day’s storage medium to the modern
days distributed cloud data storage and Graphene-quantum-
dot data storage, there is a drastic advancement in the data
storage devices (See Fig. 1). With the extensive use of social
networking and cloud computing there is a paradigm shift in
the volume of data produced. It is predicted that in the era of
internet of things (IoT), the future unit of the big data will
be Geopbyte (1030 bytes) [1]. This highlights a big concern
of storing and maintaining a rapid growth of the data that
enforces the data storage experts to design a new architecture
to store the data [2]. The existing data storage media needs
to be maintained regularly and are prone to decay [3]. Also,
they are expensive, consume a huge amount of energy and
release lot of heat that is harmful to the environment. Scientists
are trying to miniaturize the size of silicon chips up to many
folds, but this makes it more expensive. Alternatively, natural
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Fig. 1: Advancement in the field of data storage devices is
shown here.

Fig. 2: Potential natural data storage medium and its com-
plexity is indicated. The complexity of storing data in each is
indicated in increasing order

sources could be used to preserve the data which gave rise
to the field of biomolecular storage. The biomolecular storage
system is the art of storing and retrieving the information to
and from the natural medium using bio-molecules. Storing the
data in the Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [4], Ribonucleic acid
(RNA) and proteins [5] have been explored by researchers.
Looking at the success stories of the biomolecular data storage,
in particular, the DNA based data storage systems, such an
approach could likely be the future technology. Microsoft has
purchased 10 Millions DNA strands for the data storage and
quoting Karin Strauss, the leading researcher at Microsoft1
“Demand for data storage has been growing at breakneck
pace. Organizations and consumers who need to store a lot of
data – for example, medical data or personal video footage –
will benefit from a new long-term storage solution. We believe
DNA may provide that answer”. Thus, natural data storage is
a promising technology, and this article aims to summarize
recent results in emerging field of the biomolecular storage
and to motivate the researchers to contribute to the field by
addressing challenges that are discussed in this review.

Different natural data storage can be considered for the data

1https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/twist-bioscience-expands-
agreement-to-pursue-higher-density-digital-data-storage-on-dna-with-
microsoft-and-university-of-washington-300440086.html
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storage but storing the digital data in higher forms as plants
and other organisms is still a fantasy because of the complexity
(see Fig. 2). The conceptual parallelism between computer and
bio-molecules can be witnessed in the Table I. The concept of
data storage includes the representation of the data such that
it allows the mapping of binary 0′s and 1′s to certain states.
For instance, representation of pits and lands in CD as 0′s
and 1′s respectively. Data storage devices are characterized
by certain properties as storage capacity, data access rate,
read/write speed, portability, durability and reliability. In order
to use bio-molecules as the storage medium, it should have
following parameters.

1) Monomer units that can encode bits. For DNA (De-
oxyribonucleic acid) based storage systems, nucleotides
A, T, G, C serve as monomer units to encode 0’s and
1’s. For protein, amino acids act as monomer units that
can be mapped to binary digits. For bacterial storage,
two states of genes as on and off condition of genes
can be considered as flipping of 0 to 1 and vice-versa.

2) Coded sequence of biomolecular units used to encode
the data must have writing and reading technology.
For instance, data stored in DNA can be written and
read by using DNA synthesis [6] and sequencing tech-
nology respectively [7]. For protein, peptide synthesis
and sequencing technology is available. To use any
bio-molecule as information storage, synthesis and se-
quencing must be practically well developed. Bacterial
cloning and Recombinant DNA technology may be used
for bacterial storage [8].

3) Storage technology for the data encoded biomolecule.
Long term stability and security storage of the data
encoded macro molecules is inevitable.

These properties enable the bio-molecules to perform as the
storage medium. Humans evolve by inheriting the information
stored in DNA. DNA in each cell of human encodes the
information which is processed via genes and proteins using
molecular machinery. Being the oldest data storage medium,
DNA can be thought as digital data storage medium. It possess
all the properties of data storage as density, durability, stability
and reading and writing process. Researchers have explored
this area to an extent and using DNA fountain code researchers
have practically achieved better data storage capacity of 215
PB (Petabytes) per gram of DNA [9] and durability (up to

Parameters Computer DNA Protein
Unit of 0 and 1 A,T,G,C Amino acids
information
Basic modules Transistors and diodes Genes Domains and motifs
Error Handling Error correction DNA repair mechanisms, Regulatory motifs

methods Regulatory genes
Data Access FAT (File Linked genes, Cluster Subunits and

Allocation Table) of genes on genome enzymes
Systems Operating systems Cellular Machinery Protein

as Ribosomes, cells, organs Networks
Functional Logic gates Biochemical reactions Signaling pathways
units Protein-Protein Interaction
Read/Write Reading writing DNA synthesis Protein synthesis

process and sequencing and sequencing

TABLE I: Illustration of analogy between DNA, Protein, and
Computer

Fig. 3: General outline for biomolecular data storage system.
Biomolecular data storage has three main steps. First step is
data encoding which includes data compression and error cor-
recting codes used to encode the data. Pink color blocks indi-
cates blocks that includes technique for data encoding methods
using coding theory methods. Second step is biomolecular
encoding in which the data is encoded in to respective bio-
molecule format. Skyblue color indicates wetlab method to
synthesis respective biomolecules in the lab. For DNA based
data storage, DNA encoding is used which involves designing
of the DNA blocks. For Bacterial DNA, bits converted to DNA
considering the DNA constraints and additional constraints
on bacterial replication. In case of protein, data is encoded
in amino acids. Next step is to store the encoded data by
using biotechnology protocols as synthesis and sequencing. For
amplification, PCR is also used.

1000 years) [10]. It also has the flexibility of improving the
density by using different lengths of DNA sequences, however
the stable length of DNA sequence is 150-200 bases. On
another hand, study of bacterial and protein data storage is
at its infancy. There are few attempts made to use bacteria
and protein for data storage which will be explored in this
article.

To encode the data in bio-molecules, there are four steps as
depicted in Fig. 3. The first step is to convert the source digital
data to encoded data using data compression and error correct-
ing techniques. Data compression method enables storage of
large files while error correcting codes allows the detection and
correction of the errors. There are different encoding schemes
proposed specific to the DNA block used in the respective
schemes. Designing of the DNA block with the error correction
and indexes is an essential aspect for biomolecular storage. The
second step is to convert the encoded data into a specific format
to represent the data in form of biomolecular information units,
e.g., for DNA-based data storage source data is converted to
nucleotides and for protein data storage it can be converted to
amino acids. Subsequently, biomolecular encoded data is fur-
nished with properties feasible for biomolecular storage. This
data is synthesized and stored using biotechnology techniques.
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Fig. 4: Timeline for storing data in natural media as DNA, genomic DNA (living cells) and protein

Fig. 5: Schematic representation of how to store data on DNA.
Types of errors that may occur during DNA based data storage
is depicted in the figure.

Data encoded in DNA is synthesized using DNA synthesis and
read using sequencing protocols. For protein, peptide synthesis
and sequencing methods can be used. Once the data is stored,
it can be retrieved by designing the decoding methods along
with error handling techniques to decode the error free data.

This review will discuss the current state of the art in DNA,
bacteria, and protein as data storage media by highlighting the
achievements in each. Fig. 4 shows the timelines for the most
important instances for encoding the data in biomolecules as
DNA, genomic DNA including living cells and protein. It will
also describe how the DNA data storage system is a better
alternative to the big data storage and discuss the challenges
in each storage medium. The rest of the paper is structured
as follows. Section II introduces the DNA-based information
storage system including an overview DNA writing using
DNA synthesis, DNA reading using DNA sequencing, types
of errors in DNA writing and reading methods [11]. Section
III gives a brief description of encoding methods used in

Fig. 6: Different DNA data storage systems focus on the
parameters to obtain reliable and robust DNA data storage
systems.

DNA data storage systems. Section IV describes the bacterial
data storage that introduces the use of bacterial DNA to
encode data. Section V gives a brief description of the protein
as an information storage medium. Section VI presents the
conclusions with discussion on open remarks on using natural
medium for data storage.

II. DNA BASED DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS

DNA is a natural information storage molecule that stores
the genetic information using four bases A (Adenine), C
(Cytosine), G (Guanine), and T (Thymine). DNA is nature’s
hardware that has been used for computation which gave rise
to DNA computing [12]. DNA has wonderful properties as
stability, long term storage [13], requires less electricity, and
needs no management beyond keeping it in a cold and dark
place. Theoretically, it is estimated that one gram of DNA can
store 455 EB (1 Exabytes = 1018 bytes). Unlike disk storage,
it can store the data for about 1000 years and recover it back.
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DNA has self-repair and an error correction mechanism which
has been witnessed by many researchers [14] that points to the
capacity of DNA for the error correction. This opens the way
to develop a new encoding scheme which makes sensible use
of nucleotide base pairs. Initially, DNA was used only to store
text, but with the advancement in the field, now DNA can be
used to store any kind of data. Schematic diagram of how one
can store data in DNA can be viewed in Fig. 5.

Source data is compressed to coded sequences which in-
clude using error correcting codes to encode the data. Data
is converted to DNA unit A, T, G, and C. Data encoded
in DNA sequences is synthesized and stored in which each
nucleotide is synthesized and stored in form of oligonuleotide
under appropriate conditions. DNA synthesis is the process
of manufacturing physical DNA thereby writing the data to
DNA. Synthesis of DNA allows the encoded data storage in
form of nucleotides. To retrieve the data, DNA is read using
DNA sequencer. DNA sequencing is a process to identify the
specific position of DNA base in the sequence. There are
different kinds of synthesis and sequencing methods but the
latest is the nanopore sequencing [15]. But there are chances of
errors while writing and reading the data from the DNA. Errors
like substitution, insertion and deletion of the base occur.
Substitution errors occur when wrong base is synthesised or
sequenced at a given position in the DNA sequence. E.g. If
the data encoded DNA if ‘ATACGA’ and instead the DNA is
synthesised as ATCCGA. Insertion errors indicate the insertion
of an additional base in the DNA sequence, E.g. for the above
sequence ‘ATACGA’, if extra base in inserted while reading
or writing the DNA hence ‘ATAGCGA’ has insertion error as
G is inserted at 4th position. Deletion error is if any base is
deleted/missed while reading or writing the DNA sequence.
E.g. for the above sequence ‘ATACGA’, if a G base in missed
while reading or writing the DNA hence ‘ATACA’ has deletion
error as G is missed at 5th position. Out of these, substitution
has the higher probability than the others. To detect and correct
these errors, encoding schemes with error correcting codes
are designed. Different kinds of encoding schemes are used
such as differential coding, Huffman coding, Reed-Solomon
codes, Golay subcodes, constrained codes, XOR encoding for
encoding the data. For instance, one can represent each base
pair by using 2 bits, which gives 4 different possibilities that
can be mapped to 16 combinations of DNA base pairs (for
instance 00 → AT, 01 → GC, 10 → TA and 11 → CG). Four
DNA base pairs can be represented by a single byte. These
encoding techniques not only takes care of errors but also
add addresses to the data block to randomly access the data.
This enables to access the data from specific DNA block while
reading the data from DNA using a specific primer sequence
which is complementary to the index associated with DNA
blocks which pulls particular DNA sequence based on index
sequences from the pool of DNA sequences. Most of DNA
data storage systems focuses on different parameters (see Fig.
6) to obtain the optimise net information density as 2 bits
per base and efficient decoding to retrieve error free data from
DNA. They used different error correcting codes for maximum
error correction capacity and code rate with efficient encoding
to maximise the data storage density and random access the

data from the DNA pool using DNA synthesis and sequencing
methods to store data in DNA.

A. Writing data on DNA (DNA synthesis)

Once the data is encoded, DNA with data needs to be
synthesised to store the DNA. Synthetic DNA is synthesized
using solid phase synthesis of small DNA fragments called
oligonucleotides. There are different methods of DNA synthe-
sis including phosphoramidite chemistry (e.g., inkjet technol-
ogy, micro-fluidic technology, silicon chip based technology,
microarray based) and enzyme based synthesis [16]. The
former uses chemistry to add one DNA in each cycle base by
base, however other use enzyme to add single or multiple bases
at once in the DNA. Currently, phosphoramidite chemistry
based DNA synthesis is the standard being used where DNA
bases are added step wise at 5’ end of chain until all the
desired length of DNA is synthesised by series of coupling and
deblocking reactions. These oligos are then annealed using lig-
ation reaction allowing Denovo synthesis of the DNA without
using template. Using micro array DNA synthesis in parallel
millions of oligonucleotides can be synthesis and assembled
as a desired DNA sequence. The most popular is using the
high-throughput silicon platform that has miniaturized this
synthesis chemistry by reducing the volume of reactions and
scaling the synthesis on a single chip. Most of the DNA data
storage system use array based DNA synthesis however there
are some challenges with the method. The limitation of array
based synthesis stem from the assembly process where parallel
synthesied DNA needs to be assembled in a separate step
which makes it more error prone and costly as the length of
DNA increases.

The bottlenecks of phosphoramidite chemistry based DNA
synthesis is that it becomes inefficient as the length goes
beyond 120-200 bps and use hazardous chemical and generate
lot of chemical waste which is harmful to the environment.
Hence, the efforts are being made for natural, less hazardous
and inexpensive method to synthesise the DNA using enzymes.
Template independent enzyme in which terminal deoxynu-
cleotidyl transferase (TdT) [17] is ahead in the race however
biases of enzyme and the control of speed to add the specific
bases in the sequences are main challenges. The trade-off
between length of the synthetic DNA, cost, and errors drives
the innovation on DNA synthesis to solve the challenges to
synthesise longer DNA sequences with minimum error at an
affordable cost for commercial applications.

B. Reading data from DNA (DNA sequencing)

Reading data from DNA is done by DNA sequencing
which reads the DNA bases at each position in the DNA.
There has been remarkable advancement in DNA sequencing
methods which has fueled data storage in DNA. In earlier
days, sanger method was used for sequencing that reads the
base on the emission of the fluorescent on addition of the
complementary base at the position. It was costly and unable
to sequence long DNA strands A paradigm shift by sequencing
by synthesis method accelerated the technology which laid the
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foundation for the next generation sequencing (NGS) [7], and
revolutionized the biotech and synthetic biology industry by
enabling reading of millions of bases in parallel and identifying
the base in real time. The cost of DNA sequencing has dropped
tremendously.

The key market player is Illumina sequencing technology
[18] that generates high throughput results by sequencing
short single-stranded DNA of 200-600 bps in parallel using
bridge amplification method and detects the bases by fluo-
rescent labelling. Post-sequencing data analysis is required to
map the reads to the reference sequences. PacBioscience and
nanopore sequencing [19] dominates the sequencing of long
DNA strands. PacBio technology can sequence large fragments
of DNA of 14,000 base pairs in a single read using their
proprietary method. The oxford nanopore can sequence long
DNA by passing the DNA through nanopore that detect the
change in voltages detection by passing the base through the
nanopore and deviation in the current detects the base at the
position along with real time data analysis. Oxford nanopore
has an additional advantage as it offers a portable sequencer
MinION that is size of USB stick and can sequence the DNA
in remote locations. The cost and errors in DNA sequencing
are being optimized to offer commercial solution of DNA data
storage, and it is expected that by 2050, DNA-based storage
will be mainstream [20].

C. Error Sources in DNA Storage
DNA is a long molecule made up of four nucleotides which

can be viewed as a string over a four-letter alphabet. However,
there are several technological constraints for writing (synthe-
sizing), storing, and reading (sequencing) DNA, that lead to
multiple sources of errors. DNA storage channel was described
by Han Mao Kiah et al. [21], in which they represented
reading and writing errors during DNA data storage as profile
vectors and designed a family of error correcting codes for
synthesis and sequencing errors. They developed a code design
technique that resulted in the codewords at a sufficiently large
distance that makes it best possible for error correction.

Fundamental theoretical limits have been discussed by
Kanan et al. in [22]. DNA encoding method designed should
be able to correct a burst errors (deletion of the whole DNA
strands). Designing the optimal coding schemes universal to
any data type is still a challenge. For the substitution errors
which require a minimum Hamming distance d between the
codewords, multiple code designs have been studied [23], and
the fundamental limits are given by the Hamming bound.
The authors of [24] provided upper and lower bounds of the
number of codewords with a minimum Hamming distance
d and GC weight w. Further, the authors of [25] gave the
exact characterization of the number of codewords with GC
weight w and no run-length constraint. This was extended to
give bounds for the number of codewords with GC weight w,
minimum Hamming distance d, and no run-length constraint.
Further, [26] have described the properties of constrained codes
using quaternary codes for maximum runlengths and balanced
A/T or G/C constraints. Recently, a modified version of
Varshamov–Tenengolts (VT) code to recover the fragmented

DNA data segments in a shuffled channel was developed in
[27] in which DNA fragments can be recovered randomly
from the pool. Insertion Deletion (Indel) errors are some
of the common errors in DNA storage, and thus have been
widely studied [28], [29]. Combination of insertion/deletion
errors and substitution errors have also been studied [30].
Recently, the authors of [31] considered the case where the
data sequences are shuffled. With the loss in the order of bases,
indel, and substitution errors, fundamental limits have recently
been studied in [32].

In the following, we will provide a short discussion of the
potential errors in each of the three stages. Note that much
of the discussion in this sub-section follows the error sources
detailed in [33].

Errors during DNA synthesis: In practice, it is difficult
to synthesize strands of DNA significantly longer than a few
hundred nucleotides [33]. One of the key approaches to deal
with this challenge is to stitch together multiple short strands.

Further, during the chemical addition of new nucleotides on
a growing DNA strand, various errors can occur: a nucleotide
may not be positioned where it should (resulting in a deletion),
a nucleotide might be positioned where it should not (resulting
in an insertion), and a nucleotide other than the intended one
is added (resulting in a substitution). Moreover, the growing
strand may be terminated, meaning that the chemical reactivity
at the end of the growing strand is lost, and nucleotides can no
longer be added to this strand in later steps. The probability
of such errors depend on the technology used, and limit the
length of the DNA strand.

All chemical synthesis methods generate single stranded
DNA (ssDNA), which is chemically detached from the chip
surface after the synthesis procedure to generate a DNA pool
in aqueous solution. In order to clean up the synthesis pool,
i.e., remove non-complete sequences, and to generate double
stranded DNA, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is performed.
During this step utilizing biotechnological enzymes, only DNA
sequences which have correct primers on both ends are am-
plified about 10,000 fold over about 15 cycles (different labs
utilize slightly different procedures). This process dilutes out
non-complete strands (DNA strands that do not have primers
on both ends can not be amplified). Though PCR is low-
error process, it is known to have a preference for some
sequences over others, which may further distort the copy
number distribution of individual sequences [34]. For example,
high GC-content (i.e., a large number of Gs and Cs in the
sequence) can lead to fewer corresponding sequences.

Errors during DNA storage: DNA strands are prone to
chemical decay of DNA, especially hydrolytic damage. Using
current DNA reading technologies which involve DNA am-
plification stages, namely standard PCR in sample preparation
and bridge amplification during Illumina sequencing, any DNA
strand that has undergone strand-breakage following depurina-
tion is no longer read. The storage can lead to significant loss
of whole DNA molecules, as well as to substitution errors
in the DNA molecules. Further, the molecules in solution are
subject to random breaks in both sequencing and storage and,
due to the unordered nature of macromolecule-based storage,
the resulting pieces are shuffled [35].
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Errors during DNA sequencing: The errors during DNA
sequencing depend on the technology that is used. The cur-
rently most utilized sequencing platform is Illumina’s, and we
will describe key error sources with this platform. The read
errors are not random, and depend on the strand. The authors
of [36] found that substitution reading error rates are about
0.0015–0.0004 errors per base, while insertions and deletions
are significantly less likely, specifically they are on the order of
10−6. Two properties that raise the error probability for most
sequencing (and synthesis) technologies are high GC content
and long homopolymer stretches. In particular, the substitution
and deletion error rates increase significantly for homopolymer
stretches longer than six [37]. Moreover, molecules with high
GC content exhibit high dropout rates and PCR errors are
significantly more likely in regions with a high GC content
[9].

III. OVERVIEW OF DNA CODE DESIGNS- DIFFERENT
DNA DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS

In the 20th century, using simple DNA coding schemes
many researchers have encoded English alphabets, mathemat-
ical expressions [38], Latin text and simple musical notations
[39] to DNA [40]. In DNA storage, errors are introduced due
to DNA synthesis imperfections, PCR dropout, sequencing
errors. Developed code designs account for different sources
of errors. In this section, different attempts of encoding data
are described.

A. Early attempts of encoding data in DNA
Microvenus project was initiated by Joe Davis to convert

an image in DNA that allude the idea of storing abiotic
data in DNA [41]. Data encoding is done according to the
molecular size of the bases. C is the smallest base assigned
with 1, T→2, A→3, and G→4. Instead of numeric values,
each nucleotide was assigned with phase structure like C→X,
T→XX, A→XXX, G→XXXX. The encoding was done by
placing the nucleotide at each repeated position of bits 0s and
1s. Nucleotides were placed according to number of repeated
bits of 0s and 1s. For instance, 1001011 → CTCCT, 10101
→ CCCCC. Mirovenus created was inserted into the bacterial
host cell by using plasmids. Encoding scheme used was not
accurate, inefficient and data encoded DNA was not uniquely
decodable. In subsequent years, another form of DNA based
data encoding named Genesis2, an artwork of Eduardo Kac was
introduced. He created artificial art gene that is comprised of
digital DNA by converting the lines from the bible into Morse
code. Morse code denoted by dot (.) and dash (-) was converted
to nucleotides with the principle rule of converting dash (-)
and dot (.) to T and C and replacing word space and the letter
space by A and G. This gene was then inserted into florescent
E. Coli bacteria. Both these laid foundation for storing data
in DNA. However, these approaches lack efficiency, accuracy,
and better encoding and decoding schemes.

In Clelland encoding models [42], microdots were used
to cipher the data in human genomic DNA. Secret message

2https://www.ekac.org/geninfo.html

was inserted between the PCR (Polymerase Chain reaction)
forward and reverse primer sequences called template regions.
The idea was to encode the characters by trivial assignment
of DNA codon (A DNA codon means three bases refer to
an amino acid, as there are 4 DNA bases, it had 43 = 64
codons possible for DNA) as encryption key to each character
and insert it in human genomic DNA. For total possible 64
codons, each English character was assigned with codons
and rest was used to encode some of the symbols like dots
and commas. This was carried out in vitro by combining the
message DNA with the genomic DNA in the solution over a
16-point microdot printed on filter paper. Decoding was based
on template regions using PCR amplification. The recipient
must be aware of encryption key and primer sequences. Data
stored was secured, but the major limitation was the scalability
of data encoded in the limited size of microdots and only 136
bits data were encoded using this approach. To make it more
accurate, Bancroft [43] proposed the concept of information
DNA (iDNA) that comprises information and single poly
primer key (PPK) along with forward and reverse primer and
common 5-6 bases spacer to indicate the stored information.
This concept resembles to the retrieval of information from an
addressable storage device such as the random access memory
in a computer where, PPK acts as data location identifiers. Data
encoding was done by mapping ternary codes to only three
bases A, C, and T and sequencing primers were designed with
all four bases with the requirement that each fourth position
be a G to prevent mispriming. Decoding can be done by
sequencing PPK first to decode the forward and reverse primers
and then based on specific sequencing primer one can retrieve
the information. Total data encoded by using this approach was
561 bits. Drawbacks for PCR based methods are requirement
of PCR, knowledge of primers and extensive experimental
hurdles, and practical issues. Moreover, main drawback for
PCR based methods are insertion of errors in template regions
make the retrieval of encoded data impossible.

Yachie et al. [38], [44] introduced PCR independent align-
ment based data encryption using four bits per two bases
encoding scheme. In this multiple sequence alignment (MSA)
based approach was used to encode the information into the
genomic DNA of B.subtilis. Series of conversion of text to
keyboard scan codes followed by conversion to hexadecimal
code was performed. Binary code was converted to nucleotides
with a designed nucleotide, mapping four bits per two base.
Multiple DNA oligonucleotides sequences carrying duplicated
information was termed as cassettes and each cassettes were
inserted redundantly into multiple loci of the Bacillus subtilis
genome. Data can be retrieved by multiple sequence alignment
of the bit data sequences followed by genome sequencing
without the need of template DNA or parity checks. Main
drawback for the alignment based encoding was the size limit
of the cassette oligonucleotides used to encode message. If
it exceeds certain length, it will occur by chance in host
genome. Also complete genome sequencing was needed to
retrieve the data. In 2009, Ailenberg et al. [39] proposed
an improved Huffman coding with unique primer design to
encode text, images and musical characters in the DNA. It
employed modified base 3 Huffman code by dividing the
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keyboard characters into three groups of DNA codon and
assigning DNA bases according to the frequency of their
occurrence. DNA sequences were synthesized and inserted
into a plasmid and decoding was done by sequencing of the
plasmid. Initially index plasmid, which consist of information
like title, authors, plasmid number and primers assignments,
was constructed. Specific primers were used with unique prefix
code for different types of file, for instance, text data was
initiated by “tx” and music data was initiated by “mu”. Data
was inserted in plasmid with unique sequencing primer for
information retrieval. They used nucleotides efficiently by
encoding 4.9 bases per characters and encoded 1688 bits data.

Above mentioned laid the foundation for using DNA or
living cells for data storage however lacked the framework for
storage media. In the next section, DNA data storage systems
with architecture for data storage are elucidated.

B. Pre-rewritable DNA data storage systems
In this section we describe all the DNA data storage most

efficient data storage which used different encoding methods
using codes as Huffman, Reed Solomon codes, ternary Golay
subcodes, fountain codes, XOR encoding for storing the data
on DNA. In [45], [46], [47], authors used ternary encoding
to convert binary code to ternary codes and DNA mapping in
Table II to convert ternary codes to DNA codes with modified
DNA chunk architectures. Although the aforementioned work
were the cornerstone for storing data to DNA, each one was
successful on a small scale as it encoded small amount of data.

TABLE II: DNA mapping introduced by Goldman et al. and
used in Golay subcode and XOR encoding.

0 1 2
A C G T
C G T A
G T A C
T A C G

Church et al. came up with an efficient 1 bit per base
algorithm of encoding information bits into a fix length of
DNA chunks (99 bases) [4]. Flanking primers at the beginning
and end of information data was inserted to identify the specific
DNA segment in which the particular data were encoded . They
encoded entire book (Regenesis: How Synthetic Biology Will
Reinvent Nature and Ourselves ISBN-13:978-0465021758),
including 53,426 words, 11 JPG images, and 1 java-script
program into 54,898 oligos each of length 159 nucleotide (nt)
and consisting of a 96-bit data block (96 nt), a 19-bit address
(19 nt) specifying the data block location and flanking 22 nt
common sequences to facilitate amplification and sequencing.
Initially the book to be encoded was converted into HTML
format, including all the images in it. The individual bits were
converted to DNA sequence with conversion principle 1 bit
per base encoding, A or C for 0 and T or G for 1. The
bases were selected randomly avoiding homo polymer greater
than 3 and constant GC content. The bits were indexed by 19

bits long bar-code sequence of consecutive number starting
from 0000000000000000001 which determines the location
of encoded bits within the book. Each DNA segment was
of length 12 without bar-code. Specific primer sequence of
22 nucleotides for the sequencing was designed and amplified
using PCR. The sequence was read using an Illumina HiSeq
next generation sequencer. In writing and reading DNA, 10 bits
error occurred from 5.27 MB. It has the limitation of lacking
error correction scheme that was taken care by Goldman with
error free writing and reading the data.

In 2013, Goldman et al. used 1 bit per base system in-
troduced by the Church and modified it by employing the
improved base 3 Huffman coding (trits 0, 1 and 2). In this,
original file in binary code (0, 1) is converted to a ternary
code (0, 1, 2), which is in turn converted to the triplet DNA
code. Binary digits holding the ASCII codes were converted
to base-3 Huffman code that replaces each byte with five or
six base-3 digits (trits). Each of trit was encoded with one
of the three nucleotides different from the previous trit used
to avoid homo polymers that cause error in the synthesis of
DNA. DNA strand was divided into chunks, each of length 117
base pair (bp). 75 bases for each DNA information chunks
were overlapped with four fold redundancy to recover the
data loss that occurred during synthesis and sequencing DNA.
For the data security each redundant chunk was converted to
reverse complement of the strand in every alternate chunks.
Each DNA chunk was appended with data address blocks of
117 bases to determine the location of segment in overall data.
One parity check bit was added for the intra file location and
error detection. Total 153,335 DNA strings were generated. 33
nucleotide base primer was added to facilitate the synthesis
process and amplification. For details, reader is referred to
[45]. As proof of concept, they used four different file types
(739 kilobytes file size) and achieved 2.2 PB/g DNA storage
capacity.

Goldman et al.’s encoding method was improved in [46]
using Golay sub code model, and the theoretical data storage
obtained was 115 Exabyte per gram of DNA. Huffman coding
was replaced by Golay subcode encoding and the ASCII
characters were converted to Golay codeword of length 11
each. Once the codewords are obtained, it was converted
to DNA sequence by using differential encoding used by
Goldman et al. The conversion enables the DNA sequence
without any repetitions of the bases which promotes errors
in the DNA synthesis and sequencing process. Once the data
is converted to a DNA sequence, it is fragmented into DNA
strings of length 99 for the reason 100-200 bases length of
DNA is feasible for accurate DNA synthesis and sequencing.
Chunk index and file information is appended at the ends of
this chunks to make the retrieval of the data easy.

Microsoft research group proposed a random access DNA
archival storage system based on XOR encoding [47]. They
modified the Goldman et al. model by adding the unique two
primer sequences at the ends of the DNA chunks in a key-value
pattern where first primer indicates the location of specific
DNA chunk in the DNA pools and second primer sequence
suggest the chunk number in which the data is located which
makes it feasible for random access of the data. They also
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⊕
A (00) C (01) G (10) T (11)

A (00) A (00) C (01) G (10) T (11)
C (01) C (01) A (00) T (11) G (10)
G (10) G (10) T (11) A (00) C (01)
T (11) T (11) G (10) C (01) A (00)

TABLE III: XOR encoding map to convert bits to base

introduced the XOR based encoding method for encoding data
to DNA sequence. This reduced the level of redundancy in the
encoding of data. XOR is performed between the first and
second half of the fragments and is inserted in the middle of
the fragment as shown in Table III. E.g. If the data encoded
DNA is represented by ‘ATACAGAT, corresponding DNA
chunks can be ‘ATAC’, ‘AGAT’ which then XOR is performed
between these first and second half of the DNA using the table
III to give another sequence ‘ATACACAGAGAT ‘ which has
original DNA sequences and XOR DNA inserted in the middle.
For this, if any part of the data is lost, it can be retrieved from
either of the fragments. The limitation of this approach is the
design of unique primers for large size data. To enhance the
accessibility of the data from DNA blocks, [48] used PCR-
based random access from only 10 copies per sequence that
achieved 17 exabytes per gram by using using bead extraction
of desired strands to specifically extract the data from the
DNA.

Over a long time, data encoded DNA may get damaged
in an inappropriate condition, for that matter, a long term
data storage in DNA was demonstrated by Grass et al. [10]
that showcased the storage of DNA for long term in a
sphere. To witness long term storage of DNA and the DNA
stability, researchers have developed chemical based method
to encapsulate DNA into glass sphere and preserve it from
environmental damage for long term archival [10]. They used
very prominent error correcting code Reed Solomon (RS)
codes, which are used in digital storage devices like CD and
DVD. The data was encoded in DNA by using these steps:
Grouping, outer encoding, inner encoding, and mapping to
DNA strings. Grouping means mapping of data to elements
of finite field GF (47) . Every two characters were converted
to three elements in GF (47). This forms array of information
blocks. In outer encoding, each information array formed
was encoded using Reed Solomon code over GF (47). The
codewords obtained were appended with index of length l.
These codewords were again encoded via RS codes in inner
encoding step. Each element of the codeword was mapped
to length 3 DNA strings using DNA wheel which has one
to one map from DNA elements to elements of GF (47) by
using DNA map. This method can correct burst errors. Four
methods for preserving the DNA was tested, out of which
DNA encapsulated in silicon sphere outperformed as it has
the lowest water concentration and protects the DNA from the
environment by an inorganic layer. Also it is robust against
oxidation and photo resistance.

Similar approach of using Reed Solomon codes was em-
ployed in [49] to overcome the limitation for storage density
and random access using large set of unique primer sequences
and scale the address indexes for random access. They obtain

the net storage density of approximately 1.1 bits per base
using Reed Solomon codes (65,536) employing similar outer
and inner codes as in [10] however converting the codes to
DNA using the DNA base table proposed by Goldman et al.,
[45]. Also an efficient and two-dimensional interleaved error-
correcting code (ECC) scheme which can correct all the types
of error is developed by Meinolf Blawat et al. in [50]. In
[50], all the types of errors possible in the DNA data storage
systems are described. Errors are bit substitution, insertion,
deletion and self complementary bases in the data encoded
DNA. The ECC scheme in used in a way that a protected
address block as primer sequence is appended at the beginning
of the data blocks. Each data blocks are affixed with the unique
error detection code

In [51], to encode the data in DNA, the codebook is
generated with each codeword of length 4 and GC content
ranging from 40 to 60 percent that is used to convert the data
in DNA sequence. Each codeword is defined at a Levenshtein
distance less than equal to 3 so that one mutation in the reading
and writing the data can be corrected by the nearest neighbour
decoding method. To generate the data encoded DNA, given
data is compressed using LZMA data compression method
and data is mapped to nucleotides using the codebook. Each
DNA sequence is converted to overlapping packet sequences
of length 200 which can be cloned in the living cells. Although
this method corrects the errors, it has high redundancy of
overlapping packets and if a large number of packets are lost,
it disables the retrieval of the data. The work used overlapping
packets sequences for assembly reconstruction instead of using
the address block for reassembly which helps to recover the
data if a loss in case of address blocks bases.

Researchers have introduced the concept of DNA fountain
[9], which use fountain codes to encode the data. Fountain
Code is symbolic to a fountain which supplies endless data
packets from senders end to a receiver just as water droplets
(encoded data) which fill the empty bucket. The encoding
method achieved highest net information density per nucleotide
as 1.57 bits/nucleotide. This method recorded the data storage
capacity of 214 Petabyte/gram of DNA. DNA storage is con-
sidered information communication channel where information
is transmitted by synthesizing DNA oligos. The information is
read by sequencing the DNA sequences to decode the data.

C. Rewritable DNA data storage

All the aforementioned methods are archival DNA based
storage systems and do not allow random access to specific
piece of information from the file. In order to read a particular
part of file, one need to retrieve whole file. Also all the
described methods are only write-once read-once methods. To
overcome these issues, re-writable DNA based data storage
systems was proposed by Yazdi et al. in [3], in which they used
unique mutually uncorrelated addresses by which data can be
randomly accessed. In this each information block appended
with the unique addresses at both the ends is encoded using
prefix-synchronized coding. They proposed algorithm Encode
and Decode to encode and decode the data. Text data of size
17KB was encoded into 32 DNA fragments each of length
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1000 bps. Each information block was appended with unique
addresses of length 20 bps on both the sides.

Advancement in the DNA sequencing encouraged the re-
searchers to develop error free portable DNA-based data
storage system [52], that employs most advanced nanopore
sequencing for reading the DNA encoded data. It includes
compression of the large file size to compressed form which
is encoded to DNA sequence of 1000 base pairs which avoids
the extra redundancy. These DNA blocks include the data and
address blocks. Theses are synthesized and post processing
is performed after sequencing. Errors in the address blocks
lead to loss of data. Random access is achieved by specific
codeword address each of length 16 appended as the prefix at
the DNA blocks.

Using toehold-mediated strand displacement, a rewritable
multi-bit DNA memory system was proposed in [53] where
bits were encoded in DNA nanoswitch-a long duplex with sin-
gle stranded extensions that are complementary to an external
DNA strand and read using gel electrophoresis. The encoded
data can be rewritten using logical OR and AND function.

A rewritable DNA storage method was proposed in [54]
that comprises of DNA sequence with address-payload block
units which are connected with each other via a DNA mo-
tif called protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) that represents
address information of the respective address-data block unit
and a respective second DNA sequence that functions as a
respective data segment that includes stored data. Subsequently
the address-data blocks are encoded with subsequent address
and data information.

In order to realise the tendency of DNA data storage as
digital data storage, [55] described the DNA data storage with
parameters as reading and writing latency and density. In [55],
the detailed analysis of DNA data storage system terms as
Nucleic Acid Memory (NAM) is described. A compelling
article on DNA as memory is elucidated, by introducing the
properties like Read/write latency, retention and volumetric
density and comparing it with the baseline memory technolo-
gies like Random Access Memory (RAM) is described. In [56],
the limitations on one time access of data from DNA was
overcomed by introducing the QR-code based DNA micro-
disks in DNA for multiple access of the data by indexing data
encoded library and write-once–read-many (WORM) memory
via immobilization of data encoded DNA on the disk and
DNA enrichment. To identify the potential of storing the data
in other forms of DNA, [57], where they used basic A,C =
0 and G,T = 1 encoding strategy to encode data in artificial
α-l-threofuranosyl (TDNA) nucleic acid with index, payload
and specific primer sequences. A DNA primer-template duplex
is used for writing the data on DNA. Although data was
successfully encoded in DNA, an end to end integrated system
to demonstrate commercial application of DNA data storage.
In the following subsections, authors describes the framework
and architecture developed for DNA data storage system.

Recently, [58], introduced DNA punchcards that turns out
to be alternative for using synthetic DNA for data storage
which is expensive and time consuming. DNA punchcards
gives an advantage of using natural DNA of an organism
which is feasible to data storage applications where the data

can be stored in framework of natural DNA by modifying the
topology of DNA structure to encode the data using positional
encoding where nicked sites correspond to 1 and absence
of nick correspond to 0 that is more advantageous in terms
of usage rather than encoding data in a synthetic DNA as
sites/nicks called DNA register in the natural DNA act as a
storage points similar to punch cards.

D. End to end demonstration of DNA storage
To enable the commercialization of DNA data storage,

an end to end integrated system that can encode the data,
synthesise the DNA, store, sequence the DNA and retrieve
the data from the DNA is required. Microsoft has proposed a
model for integrated end to end system by connecting different
components of DNA synthesis and sequence demonstrated the
system. They used micro-fluidic technology to control the flow
of the DNA within the systems in different compartments
of synthesis and sequence [59]. They have designed an end
to end prototype that includes three main modules- encod-
ing/decoding module to encode data in DNA using Hamming
codes along error correction of single bit and detects 2 bits
errors; Synthesis/writing module-where data encoded DNA
synthesized using custom DNA synthesiser with apparatus and
to move hydrous and anhydrous reagents in different columns
using zero dead volume valves and monitoring flow path of
reagents to deliver it in the storage vessel; Preparation and
reading module- pooling the data encoded DNA for sequencing
using syringe pump and retrieving the data using portable
nanopore sequencer and customer designed data analysis to
decode the data. Using the prototype encoded 5 byte (Hello)
data and cost 10k USD which can be further reduced by
design and process optimization for lower volumes. With the
proposed proof of concept, the overall data writing, storage
and reading time was 21 Hours where DNA synthesis was
most time consuming as it took about 5 minutes per base and
12 hours to process oligonucleotides at room temperature for
storage and reading including preparation took 36 minutes.

Recently, ‘DNA-of-things’ (DoT) storage architecture was
proposed to produce materials with immutable memory. DoT
enhances the stability of data in DNA by encapsulating it in
the material and allows DNA to withstand extreme conditions
as high temperature and bleach compare to free DNA [60].

Although there are plethora of instances to encode the data
in DNA certain challenges still exist to commercialise the
use of DNA as data storage media as: a. Scaling the DNA
synthesis and sequencing to cope up with big data storage
demand; b. Optimising the speed of DNA writing and reading;
c. Optimizing the error correction to handle errors at different
level of DNA storage; d. Efficient encoding and decoding
methods to achieve theoretically density as 2 bits per base;
e. Miniaturising of end to end system for DNA synthesis and
sequencing to increasing portability of DNA data storage.

IV. BACTERIAL SOFT DRIVE

There have been many evidence of using bacteria or living
cells to encode the data [61]. Here we give brief overview of
them. Cox suggested that suitable host to store data in DNA
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are Bacillus subtilis and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (bakers
yeast) [62]. Bacteria such as B. subtilis, M.magneticum, D.
radiodurans and Mycoplasma genitalium can survive in any
condition like UV radiation, extreme temperature, deep under
the soil, water and in any hazardous condition. The idea of
using bacteria for data storage was pioneered by Yachie et al.
[38]. They successfully encoded 120 bits in 4.2 MB genome of
the B.subtillius soil bacteria and decoded it back by multiple
sequence alignment (MSA).

E. coli was used as a data storage medium in [63]. This
natural soft drive has many merits over the magnetic data
storage medium such as it prevents information hacking and
protects against cyber attacks. This allows the user to store
the data with high security than digital storage. The data
encoding method converts the original data into a quaternary
number, and encodes it to DNA sequence by identifying 0,
1, 2, 3 to A, T, C, G, respectively, with the storage capacity
of 1 KB per cell. DNA sequences were compressed using a
deflate algorithm. This lossless data compression technique is
important for two aspects, one is to increase the information
storage capacity and other is to avoid homo-polymer and
repetitive regions in DNA. Information was divided into frag-
ments which consist of header sequence, message DNA, and
check-sum. To retrieve the data, a novel biological information
processing system was developed. Encryption is achieved
through DNA sequence shuffling Rci recombination system
using site-specific recombination by Recombinase (RCi) gene.
They mapped the DNA using restriction enzyme so that data
can be addressed just like a filing system in magnetic storage.
It achieved data storage capacity of 90-gigabyte (GB) hard
disks per gram of bacteria. Live bacterial cells may work like
a transistor in the electronic devices which has on and off state.
Memory device was designed that instructs the cells when to
start the division and stop the division. This kind of devices
will be useful in the treatment of cancer and other diseases.

Storing the data in bacteria was a successful attempt, but
creating a rewritable storage is important. This problem was
considered in [64], where a re-writable Recombinase Address-
able Data (RAD) was developed to store and rewrite digital
information. With the help of enzymes, one can modify DNA
at the specific site and can exchange DNA sequences at a
specific location. This can be done by enzyme recombinase
which allows the strand exchange between site-specific DNA
sequences which mimics the flipping behaviour of a bit by
using recombinase-mediated DNA inversion. RAD module
consists of using integrase and excisionase, to invert the DNA
which depicts the bi-directional behaviour of the systems. It
has two transcription input signals named set and reset. The
expression of integrase is controlled by Set which flips the
DNA. Other input reset drives the expression of integrase along
with excisionase as co-factor that restores the direction of DNA
elements. This resulted into DNA registers which store two
states which can be flipped with respect to successive input
signals. The states 0 and 1 are depicted by the green and red
fluorescent expressed protein, respectively. Depending upon
the orientation of the specific DNA sequences the state of
DNA is observed. Tuning and integrating the expression of
the recombinase, they developed DNA inversion-based data

storage system that seems to be first reliable and rewritable.

[65] used bacteria Magnetospirilllum magneticum to organi-
cally grow tiny magnets which can store bits of data. Magnetic
storage devices are built by cutting down the large magnets
into tiny magnets and embedding it onto the storage tapes
like hard disk and DVD. Instead of cutting magnets, they
created tiny magnets out of some natural source that can be
used to store the data. This bacteria has the capacity to ingest
the iron and produce the crystals of mineral magnetite. They
arranged magnetic particle specific iron-binding protein Mms6
in a chess board pattern and dipped in the iron solution. This
experiment resulted in the growth of tiny magnets that may
be used as potential material to build the storage devices [66].
Each nano cube can store a bit of information with size 20000
nm, which is much larger than magnetic storage device with
10 nm magnetic pits. Miniaturizing the size of nanomagnets
and using the alternative efficient magnetic material to develop
single array nanomagnet is an important research direction. In
[67] proposed a system to store data in the bacterial genome by
using Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
(CRISPR, prokaryotic DNA with a short repeat of bases) to
record the data in synthetic DNA embedded in the genome of
the bacteria.

In [51], a data was divided into packets via a pre-generated
codebook and synthesised in different oligos which were
simulated to be encoded in living cells with the corrections
of indel errors, data was distributed in multiple cells which
can store the data for long term.

To scale the data storage in bacterial cells, 445 KB digital
data was encoded using BASIC Code- that includes erasure
coding, Reed Solomon coding for error corrections and filter-
ing bit to base encoding in to ten thousand distinct oligos
of length 11,520 nucleotides in [68]. The encoded oligos
were inserted in the plasmid which are transformed in the
mixed culture that has large diversity of the DNA oligos in
plasmids of bacteria. To decode the data from mixed culture,
an additional step of adding the homology arm to enable
homology cloning was introduced via PCR amplification. The
payload sequences included the address, digital information
and RS code.

In [69], to optimize the encoding efficiency by eliminating
the redundancy, authors used Base64 that increases logical
storage density and long term storage.The encoded data to in
DNA was inserted in circular plasmid then transformed into
bacteria. As the bacteria replicates the data inserted in the
oligos also duplicates representing high stability and long term
storage. Very recently, in [70], an engineered redox-responsive
CRISPR adaptation system was used to encode 3 bits of data
in CRISPR arrays of living bacterial cells. To represent the
digital data they used electronic signals, where the electronic
signals induce a fluctuation in abundance of a copy-number of
inducible plasmid. The increase in the copy number of plasmid
induced by presence of electronic signals represents state 1 and
when electronic signal is not applied then the copy number is
low denotes 0. However the challenge is to avoid the loss of
the data as the bacteria mutate during replication.
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V. PROTEIN AS DATA STORAGE MEDIUM

Protein plays the central role in the functioning of the body
and stores the behaviour of the human in the form of folded
chains of amino acids. The communication takes place in
various organs at a particular instance of time in response
to a specific protein. To use protein as the storage medium,
identification of proteins that may replicate the digital storage
technique is required. The study of photo-switching protein has
revealed many applications in nanoscience technology along
with data storage. The foundations for the same was laid
by Hirschberg et al. by proposing a photochemical memory
model based on the colour transformation of a molecule called
spiropyrans which can flip to another form of the absorption of
a single photon [71]. Furthermore, photo-induced fluorescence
proteins can be used as molecular switches between two states
for data storage. Switching of the protein may be considered
as state of two different colours like red and green, others can
be a dark or light state. The authors of [5] found a solution
to it by studying a family of proteins called photochromic
proteins like Photo Convertible Florescence Proteins (PCFPs)
and Reversible Switching Florescence Proteins (RSFPs) which
are light driven switchable fluorescent proteins. This allows
reading, writing, easing, and rewriting of the data. PCFPs
protein called Kaede and RSFPs protein known as Dronpa
were used to write and rewrite the data. Cis/trans isomerization
of the chromophore along with the photon induces protonation
of the chromophore and is responsible for photo-switching
in two different states. The information can be stored in
the area designated green and red colours that are similar
to 0 and 1. The state was determined by using EosFP, a
fluorescent marker protein, which is UV-inducible green-to-red
fluorescence. A different material as described in [72] was used
for surface coating of all proteins. To write data on the protein
surface, an inverted laser-scanning microscope with particular
specification was used. The reading, writing, and erasing of
data was done by using the laser beam at different intensity
levels.

The idea of using single crystals of PCFPs/RSFPs protein as
a three dimensional storage medium has been implemented in
which protein molecule could represent a data bit [73]. In this
method, instead of binary encoding, four colour fluorescence
switching proteins were used with the mutants of RSFPS
which can build the 4-base data storage system by using two-
photon excitation (TPE) technique. Using the mutant of PCFP
EosFP, IrisFP, the base 4 data storage was implemented as
it had combined property of both the proteins of irreversible
switching from green to red and other reversible from dark to
the bright state. This technique is more efficient as it focuses
on the precise location for the storage.

Another protein information storage method was imple-
mented in [74], using the Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) protein
for data storage. The membrane of Halobacterium salinarum
contains light-activated protein called Bacteriorhodopsin (bR)
of 2 nm in diameter which is used to coat storage device like
DVD which may increase the data storage capacity up to 50
TB [75], [74]. It converts light energy into chemical energy.
When the lights come in contact it produces some molecules

of different state and remains in the state for a few minutes
or days [76]. Unlike today’s storage device, the bR molecule
has denoted a long-term stability and stored upto 10 years at
room temperature. They could be stable at temperatures up to
140 degree celsius. The authors of [77] modified bR protein
to enhance its thermal and photochemical properties in a way
that it can remain in this intermediate state for a few years at
high-temperature. In this, the binary encoding is done by the
concept that protein in the brighter state is considered as 0 and
in the dark state can be considered as 1. They worked on how
to build data storage and data transmission device by using
charge transporting proteins such as Bacteriorhodopsin. When
the laser of one colour incidents on the protein, it gets arranged
into one shape designated as zero in binary systems and when
a laser of another wavelength stimulates the protein to take
another shape represented as one. Once the laser system is
switched off, data can be stored for several years. To read the
data from stored protein, a low power laser beam is delivered
on this protein slowly so that the protein conformation is not
disturbed but only the light is absorbed by the pattern in
the protein which can be detected by the machine and can
generate binary string. The property of bR to shifts between
intermediate states made it potential for rewritable data storage.

Using peptide as storage device was implemented by the
mixture of the nm scaled bio-organic nanodots into bio-
electronic devices [78]. This bio-organic nanodots of 2 nm
size called peptide nanodots (PNDs), were self-assembled from
the Diphenylalanine (FF) peptides and can be inserted into
metal-oxide-semiconductor devices as charge storage nano-
units in non-volatile memory. FF gets self-assembled into
nanotubes and the structure is stabilized by the non-covalent
interactions. Size limitation (micrometer) of the FF tubes
obstructs its application in the bio-electronic devices. But the
researchers observed that in anhydrous condition, FF tubes
get disassembled into stable building blocks of PNDs, paving
the way for using it in bio-electronic devices. PNDs were
successfully used as charged storage elements for the non-
volatile memory devices (NVM) by replacing the ONO (oxide-
nitride-oxide) dielectric in the NVM. Many other nano-dots
like Au and Pt and organic dyes were earlier employed for the
same, but the beauty of PNDS to be nano-crystalline, uniform
nm size, low-temperature deposition makes them superior. Two
crucial steps were followed to use FF PNDs in NVMS. First,
the property of each nano-dots was deciphered using electron
microscopy. Using their electron diffraction pattern, nanocrys-
talline structure was confirmed. Following this, the mono layer
of PNDs which serves as memory stack was formed which
retains the charge. For the detailed procedure, the reader is
referred to [78]. In [79], authors used oligopeptides- a sequence
of aminoacids to encode the images and ASCII characters
using a custom-script called Molbit encoding and decoding to
convert the data in 32 oligopeptides that were synthesised using
standard Fmoc chemistry. Protein-based information storage
systems are at the infancy stage and has many challenges like
reading and writing the data, data rate, the speed of data access,
and deciphering the mutants of the photochromic proteins for
future research.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This article reviews different aspects of biomolecular data
storage. Progress in the DNA-based data storage systems
brings up natural data storage as a promising solution to meet
future data demands for archival storage. Further, bacterial
and protein based storage solutions are discussed. Fig. 7 in
Appendix outlines the comparison of different biomolecular
storage systems.

Biomolecular data storage is a promising eco-friendly so-
lution for future archival storage. Considering the challenges
of data access speed of biomolecular data storage, it will take
time to be a commercial storage solution. Nevertheless, with
the advancement in DNA nanotechnology and DNA computing
technologies, the technology may become realistic sooner.
Recent work of DNA thumbnail [80] is creating sensation in
the area. As biomolecular data storage is eco-friendly storage
medium which consumes less energy unlike digital data stor-
age devices, it has attracted many researchers. It is possible to
imagine the upcoming future technology such that computers
connected via IoT will exchange the information and self
correct the errors. Further discussions on future directions are
in Appendix.
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Supplementary for “10 Years of Natural Data Storage”
APPENDIX A

COMMERCIALIZATION AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF
DNA BASED DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS

There are many startups successfully paving the way for
commercialization of DNA data storage system. Recently,
DNA storage alliance [81] was formed by Illumina, Twist
Bioscience, Microsoft, Western Digital which gives a plat-
form for accelerating the success of commercial application
of DNA as storage media by sharing the knowledge and
expertise from global researchers and innovators. The al-
liance has more than 50 members developing the standards
for DNA storage technology. One of the member, Catalog,
raises USD 35M for its DNA data storage technology. The
startup has a goal of offering DNA computing as an on-
line service, at first, with a physical device to follow 1. In
3rd JPEG DNA Workshop- a group discussion was held to
discuss the viability of DNA storage to be commercialized
where, Sergey Yekhanin of Microsoft Research and Reinhard
Hecklel of the Technical University of Information Studies
mentioned that DNA-based data storage will become com-
mercially viable within the next ten years.(Touradj Ebrahimi,
Fernando Pereira, Linda Tadic, Reinhard Heckel, Sergey
Yekhanin, 3rd JPEG DNA workshop”,2 Genome Project Write
(https://engineeringbiologycenter.org/about/) are planning to
use the DNA storage technology for storing the huge amount of
data generated through genome printing. The commercializa-
tion of protein and bacterial data storage will take more time.
Authors hope that in next 10-15 years more opportunities will
be available for protein and bacterial data storage. To the best
of the authors knowledge at present, there is no commercial
work going on for protein and bacterial data storage. Another
commercialization of DNA data storage is possible in security
and cryptography. Many defense organizations are showing
keen interest in the technology of DNA data storage. Authors
hope that once DNA data storage will cost USD 25 per terabyte
it will hit the market.

Data stored in DNA can be used for applications authen-
tication of products as encoding the data like product code,
manufacturing details, supply chain barcode etc in the DNA
which is encrypted only by product manufacturing and only
can be decoded by specific inputs from the product company-
hence using DNA encoded data as for authentication of the
products using molecular tagging [82] of raw materials and
products. Molecular tagging can be applied to authenticate
products in industries such as textiles, agriculture. food, and
pharmaceuticals where data encoded in DNA can be tagged
on products with a unique molecular identifier specific to
a product which can be tracked throughout global supply
chain to ensure authenticity and provenance. The most useful
applications in synthetic biology and targeted drug delivery
for disease management may see applications of these ideas.

1https://www.catalogdna.com/blog/catalog-secures-35-million-in-series-b-
funding-dna-based-computation-expected-next-year

2Touradj Ebrahimi, Fernando Pereira, Linda Tadic, Reinhard Heckel, Sergey
Yekhanin, 3rd JPEG DNA Workshop (Zoom webinar, JPEG, 9 April 2021),
https://tinyurl.com/2p88tp8a

The data encoded DNA as nano-vehicles to build nano drug
delivery [83] systems for specific drug delivery in the body.
Data encoded DNA can be also used as encryption tool for
data.

APPENDIX B
DISCUSSIONS ON FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The main future research problems include security of
data, optimizing the data reading and writing speed, better
schemes for data encoding, and cost effective technologies.
A DNA storage architecture is well defined by researchers by
highlighting the point of the area to be optimized. Nevertheless,
reading writing speed and cost for the DNA storage is still a
challenge to deal with. On another hand, protein storage is
not in the business and there are many low hanging fruits to
be worked on. Having said that, a protein storage architecture
with well-defined parameters needs to be defined. Like, DNA
coding properties of no homo-polymers and constant GC
content important for storage, characteristics for amino acids
data encoding is the significant aspect of research. The format
for storing the data in peptides can be explored to improve the
way data can be stored in proteins. Biomolecular techniques
used in analysis protein should be well understood to employ
it for storage of data. Protein being the unstable molecule, the
data storage as stability, reliability, security opens a new way
of analyzing protein sequences.

Bacterial storage drive is an extension of DNA-based data
storage with additional constraints for plasmid reconstruction
and transformation of data encoded DNA in bacteria. It
includes challenges like the transformation of data encoded
DNA in the plasmid. Interference of bacterial DNA in the
data encoded DNA. Isolation of plasmid DNA from bacteria
and sequencing of plasmid sequencing adds to challenges. In
nutshell, DNA-based data storage has acquired the tag of data
storage medium whereas protein is still at the doorstep.

APPENDIX C
COMPARISON OF BIOMOLECULAR STORAGE SYSTEMS

Fig 7 outlines the comparison of different biomolecular
storage systems.
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Fig. 7: Summary of natural data storage devices
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